THE EU MDR COMMUNITY PRESENTS...

WORK FROM
HOME HACKS

THE
POSITIVES...
Working from home during a "lockdown"

Good opportunity for businesses to become
more "digital"
People are coming closer together thanks to
technology
It’s a chance to do those small tasks that
you’ve been putting off for months

THE WORKSPACE
Get dressed
Resist the urge to work in your pyjamas.

Set up a dedicated space for your
work
Keep it free of personal items and distractions.

Have the right set up
Ensure you have the correct tools to be successful in your
home office. For example we highly recommend an external
USB speaker, if you're not using a laptop! Check out our
recommended tools!

TOOLS
E-SIGNATURE

Digital tools to increase productivity and success when working remotely
INSTANT MESSAGE

DOC STORAGE & SHARING

VIDEO CONFERENCING

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

TEAM BUILDING
MINDSET

SCREEN RECORDING

THE DAY PLAN

WAKEUP

COMMUTE

Keep as close to possible to your typical

If you’re used to a commute - fill

routine. Wake up at the same time, take a

the time with something positive or

break and lunch at your usual time. Finish

educational; listen to a podcast,

at the usual time and then stop working.

read a book.

GET ON
CAMERA
Use video! Social distancing doesn’t
mean being socially disconnected.
Use video to keep things more
“human”. It will also give you a push
to make that extra effort; like
brushing your hair!

GO OUTSIDE
Schedule breaks into your diary and
be sure to step our for fresh air
where possible

MINDSET & MENTAL HEALTH
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Stay Positive
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Stay Active

Surround yourself with

Don’t forget to work out, take

positivity and consciously

a walk, get some fresh air, to

make the effort to view things

stay energised!

with optimism.
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Breathe
Meditation is proven to reduce stress
& anxiety, increase attention span
and improve the quality of sleep.
Give it a beginners try with the apps:
"Calm" or "Headspace".
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Know Your Triggers
Take notice of when you start to get
distracted, and take regular breaks
to keep focussed.

TEAMWORK
Meet Regularly
and Often

Celebrate
Success
Working from home,

Kickstart and end the
day with a team
meeting on

video

it's really easy to get
overwhelmed. Set

call

small achieveable
goals and celebrate
success as a team

Teambuilding

Pay Attention

Dedicate time for
Pay particular attention

online team building
to collegues who may

activities and fun:
try online team

be feelinig isolated.
Check in with them to

Quizzes, or a "team

say hello. You just

lunch" infront of the

might be the only

webcam!

human contact they
have all day.

JOIN THE MDR
COMMUNITY
TODAY!
www.linkedin.com/groups/8579092

HELLO@ELEMED.EU

